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" 
IntraindlviduQI differences in verbal and numerical abilities have been 
observed since the, inception of .ppropriate measuring Instruments. Whether 
verbal and numerical abi llty occur in the form of a continuous dist-:-'ibution 
or as dichotomous categories has both theoratical and practical importance. 
That such variation has meaning in terms of predictable college academic success 
is recognized. less apparent, but equally important, are relationships be~ 
tween Intraindividual verbal and numerical variation and personality character­
istics and/or psychopathology. In college situations the American Council 
on Education Psychological Examinatipn (ACE). with linguistic (l) and 
Quantitative (Q) components, and the School and College Ability Tests (SCAT), 
with Verbal (V) and Quantitative (Q) components, are traditionally used to 
predict academic achievement. 
Research on this problem t:en be formalized in two directions: (a) COfi1c" 
parison of extreme ability groups. verbal versus numerical. with external 
personality criteria; (b) demonstrations that intraindividual abilIty differ­
aneas markedly affect grade-point average and reflect group differences In 
psychopathology. 
'ThiS study was' supported by two grants-indsid from the Graduate 
~VhResearch CQYAeil, University of Navada. The cooperation of the Office 
of Student Affoirs, and especially of DeQn Sam Basta and Jim Hayes is 
gratefully ackno\otledgedo Clerical a$~istance was provided by Donald 
Mue lle,.. The item analySiS was greatly facilitated by Browning Churno 
~... ­
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Ext~~ 8bilitx icouea. Three studi employ ACE component scores (Altus, 
1952; Monroe, 1946; Pemberton~ 1951) nd external measures of personality; 
~, Rorschach a Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (~~Pl). and 
, 
inventories for personality, interes~s, values. Groups are typically formed 
Ifrom available 1 populations in ter~ of large L-Q component score differ~ 
I 
enees and minute Q.-l differenceso R suIts indicate that the l ...Q. groups ar:e 
"subject ive"; Q....L groups are "obj ect ve." Where cross-va11 dation has been 
attempted (Altus p 1958; Spilka 6. Kim leo 1958)p partial confirmation of 
orlglnal studies occurs. One additi nal supportive study (Hirnmelweit, 1945). 
using separate measures of verbal an numerical ability, also maintained 
the apparent dichotomy in personal it characteristics with a large psychoa 
pathological population. 
i 
Certain methodological criticis~ are germane to all of the cited 
, 
studies. No serious attempt is madeito describe the research population or 
I 
the particular 1 groups except to de$ignate sex and occupation. Generality 
of findings may thus be reduced. 
To dichotomize Q-l and l-Q groups, without ,use of a~propriate control 
groups for each, introduces bias. F~rstJ possible d1fferences are magnified 
by use of extreme groups, thereby fOftering unreal crDss-validation expecta­
tions which, In fact, are not met. ~his crystallizes the assumption that 
I 
verbal and numerical abilities are 4ra1itatively different and makes in­
crea5ingly difficult Investigation o~ hypotheses concerning quantitative in= 
traindivldual differonces. . 
That such Intralndlvldual dlff-tences should OCCUT along a continuum, 
or dimension, Is congruent with pred:ictions from a personality theory (Oana, 
1954) to as weI' as impt tcations fro."n I statement of theory restricted to 
verbal-numerlca) ability (Spilke. 
In addition, the majority of teotlel 1s are excluded by definition of 
. the experimental groups. This mean that infer~nces from obtained results 
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may accrue only to a statistically insignificant sample of the relevant 
population. 
With respect to base rates in a college population. it should be noted 
that Spilka (1958). in a sample of 116015 found 54 per cent L<5 Q and 29 
per cent Q<5-(. The mean differentials. L-Q c 27.3 and Q-l =18. were sig­
.nificantly different in a random subsample of 447 is. 
These two strictures, inadequate! description and the assumption of a 
Q and l dichotomy, suggest that control groups are necessary as we) I as 
adequate methodological consideration of the dichotomy-continuum Issue. The 
conclusion that Intraindividual discrepancies between verbal and numerical 
abilities do exist and are related to personality variables is not questioned. 
That these differences have the impoctanee and generality suggested by all 
past studies is definitely open to experimental scrutiny. 
Only one study (Monroe. 1946) recognized that absolute ability; ~t 
magnitude of total ACE scores, may be an important variable. T~is awareness 
was not. however J imp1imented in the research design. 
Gtade-Point ~eraS!~ PsychoRatholoax. Effects of intraindivldual verbal 
and numerical differences on grade-point averag~s were studied by Fritz (1954). 
With Q and l scores discrepant by 5 cantiles (No 200), a correlation of .62 
with criterion (GPAl was obtained. with Q and L scores discrepant by <50,cen­
tiles (N=200), a correlation of .37 occurred. When the large difference group 
was subdivided according to direction of difference, the high Q-L group had 
Significantly 10\~r grade-point average then the high L·Q group, independent
I ' 
of the currfculum followed. 
I 
In order to test the hypothesis that this difference in college achieve-I . 

i 

ment was reJated to psychopathology, Dana (1957) rated 43 fresnman auto­
blOgraphiesion a I to 5 scale. with S indicative of psychopathology, and 
compared t~se ratings with ACE scores. Reliability of ratings was not 
t 
detennined.: For the entire group. a Pearson product-mQment correlation of 
I 
\ 
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r 
.19 was obtained. However. where q exceeded L, the coefficient was .77 
(N=14), and where L exceeded q, the correlation was .03. 
The present study Investigates the hypothesis that differences in verbal 
and numerical ability are related to personality and psychopathology variables. 
It differs from past studies In the use of control groups to avoid maximizing 
minimal differences from extreme population segments. 
Method 
All new admissions to the University of Nevada. Fall 1958. completed an 
Information Sheet, the SCAT and the MMPI (N=761). Vand Q differences on the 
SCAT were stratified (Table'I). Stratification was based on percentile differ­
eRce regardless of where the difference occurred. It is recognized t~at 
equal percentile score differences are not equal raw score differences • 
... _------ ... - ...... _--- .... 
Insert Table 1 about here 
... -----------------­
Eight groups, 30 is per group, except for Group I (N=IS), were formed: 
(1) Male, experimental. V-Q=)2S; (2) Male, control, V_qa <10. (3) Hale, axe 
perimental, q-v= )25. (4) Male, control, ~-V= <10; (5) Female, experlmental o 
V-Q.= )25; (6) Female, control, V-Q.= <10; (7) Female, experimental. Q.-V= >25; 
(8) Female. control, fl-V= <10. For Group 1 the total potentially avai'lable 
! population was 20 (Table I). Homogeneous percentile groups ~~re used bem 
cause of their direct utility tn counseling situationso The eight groups 
were matched on total raw SCAT score and age (Table 2). First generation is 
were excluded; almost, all 15 were freshmen • 
....... ---_ .......... -_ ... _.. _..... ­
,
Insert Table 2 about here 
- .... --_ ........ ---- ... ---_ ... ­
""PI records were machine scored on the three validity scales (L, F. K) 
and the nIne clinical scales (Hs, D, Hy, Pd, Hf, Pa, Pt, SC p Ha) and Social 
Introvers ion (Si). Nine addl,t ional scales. selected on the bas is of adequacy 
of validity data (Dana, 1954), were hand scored due to smearing and fading of 
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I
electro-graphic pencil marks: Achievement (Ae) , Taylor Anxiety (A), Depene 
r 
dency (De), Dissimulation (Dt), Dominance (00), Ego Strength (Es). Hostility 
(Ho), ResponsibIlity (Re), end Social Desirability (Sd). Raw scores were 
used throughout and corrections for Kwere not added to the clinical scales, 
except for the group profHes. 
Results 
Means and sigmas for the male and female experimental and control groups 
are contalned in Tables 3 and 4. Male and female, experimental versus 'con­
trol comparisons were made by means of 88 t-tests (Tables S.6). Hale and 
female, experimental versus experi~~ntal and control versus ,control compari­
sons were made by means of 88 t-tests (Tables 7,8). Analysis of variance was 
not used because of concern with detailed comparjsons with previous studies. 
---- ... -----------~-----
Figures la8 present the male and female. experimental versus control 
0(Groups 1 2; 3-4; S-6; 7-8), experimental versus experimental (Groups 1m 3; 
S~7)D and control versus control (Groups 2-4;6-8) profiles of mean raw MHPI 
clinical scale scores with mean group K scores added. 
__ ... _____ ............ ___ ..... _____ .. __ ~ __ 4fIIIIIIIt' 

Insert FIgures I, 2. 3. 4, S, 6, 7, 8 about here 
---.-. ... --~-.-..-..-,-------~------- ... -­
For the experimental versus control comparisons. seven were significant 
at the <.05 level; five of tnese differences occurred between Groups I and 2 
(Tables 3. 5). Group 1 was higher than Group 2 on KYD Pd, Mf «.01). Do, and 
lower on Es. Group 3 was higher than Group 4 on Ac (T~bles 3. S); Group S 
was higher than Group 6 on L (Tab,les 41) 6). Group 1 was higher than Group 3 
on HI «.001), and 00 «.001). and lower on Ac «.OS) (Tables 3, 7); Group 5 
was higher than Group 7 on Hf «.01). and lower on Ac (~.05) (Tables 4, 8). 
For the c:ontrol-control comparisons, Group 6 was lower than Group 8 for l 
«.001) and Es «.OS) (Tables 4. 8). Tables S. 6, 7. and 8 include deta for 
the reduced groups which will be discussed below. 
-------------------
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-..,-- ... ----~ .. -.. --- ...... ---­
Insert Tables 5, 6, 7, 8 about her~
-------------.-, .. _-----­
',em Analysis. Following the assumption. based on evidence from the statis­
tical analysis. that the e~pertmental groups are significantly different 
from the control groups, the formula for the standard error of proportions 
was used (Underwood, 1954). The proportion of the control groups answering 
MMPI items IIYes" was taken as the hypothetical true proportion. The standard 
error of the proportion changes as a function of the hypothetical true pro­
portion (Figure 9). It was decided to use the sigma values wnen p = .50; 
la..!,... the largest sigma. As a result some items at p ) .. 80 ond p(.20 were 
lost; thus, some Items close to the .05 l~vel are lost.. By adopting this 
cut-off. the standard for acceptance of any item was somewhat more rigorous 
than the conventional .05 level. The same method was used for all group cam­
par i sons and assumed equa 1 N groups. bever, Group 1 had 18 ~s, filnd accura"y 
~~s thus reduced to the extent that unequal ~ distort the presumed normal 
distribution. Cross v&lidatlon will indicete the advisability of this pro­
-cedure. 
Insert Figure 9 sbout here 
--------- ... ----~ ... -­
Chance expectations. with an N of 566 items, would be that approximately 
28 items would significantly dlff~rentiate any two groups. Tables 9. lOp 11, 
12, 13, 14, 15. and 16 present the item numbers and direction of difference., 
In all comparisons the Nof significant items greatly exceeds chance., Table 
17 contains the N$ of differentiating Items for all groups compared. 
-----~~~-~-~---- ... ~~-~~-~~--------Insert Tables 9. 10. II" 12, 13, 14 p 15. 16 about here 
-- .... -.... ----- .... ----- ... ------ .... -~---.----
The resultant experimental-control group scales may be labeled Kate 
Verbal (MV) (Table 9) and Female Verbal (FV) (Table 11), which differentiate 
high from low verbal scores by sexo and Male ~antitatlve (KQ) (Table 10), 
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and Female Q.uantit.ative (FQ) (Table 12) II which differentiate high from low 
quantitative scores by lex. The resultant experimental-experimental group 
scales may be labeled Kale Verbal-Q.uantitatlve (MVQ) (Table 13) /) and Female 
Verbal-Quantitative (FVQ) (Table 15). or high V-Q. difference and high Q-V 
differences Nhere high scores differentiate the V group and low scores differ­
entiate the Q. group. The resultant control-control group scales MCC and FCC 
(Tables 14 and 16). were not used as they represen~ the middle part of the 
continuum where the range of SCAT component score differences was 1 to 9 
points. 
-. ... _---------- .... ----_ .... ­
Insert Table 17 about here 
--------- ... -----_ ... _-­
An immediate. although insufficient substitute. for cross-validation of 
the Items differentiating various groups was attempted. Pearson product­
nx:ment correlations. using Z scores. were run between Q. and L difference 
scores and new MMPI scale scores for each of the combined groups (1-2; 3-4; 
5-6. 7-8) and for the eight separate groups. The correlations for the c0m­
bined groups were consistently high «.001 level) due to an artifact. Scores 
at each end of the continuum were grouped such that high difference scores 
go witb low f1MPI scale scores. When separate correlations were run. seven of 
eight coefficients were non-significant. For the male groups, the coafflGients 
were in .the anticipated direction with experi,mental groups approaching sig­
nificance and control groups at zero order. The one Significant figure, FL 
scale with Group 6 difference scores. wss unexpected and may be attributed 
to chance. These results point toward the possibility of appreciable Item 
loss upon cross-validation•. In addition, these new KMPI scales while adequate 
as group measures ..re probably not usable for individual predlcti,on. Table 
18 summarizes these results for ML. MQ, FL and FQ.. It will be noted that 
two of the tis are less than 30; two 1s \'.Iere dropped because L scores were 
zero. and, therefqre the L scores in terms of Z were at infinity. 
----------_ .... _----­Insert Table 18 about here 
-----------_ ...... _---­
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In order to further assess the us~fulness of these scales for group 
predictIon and, the feasibility of cross-validation, totests were run between 
MKPI scale scores for the separate groups. Table 19 presents thesGot-test 
comparisons. All tIs are significant 'at <.0001 level of confidence. Thus, 
the scales do differentiate among groups a~ a level commensurate with use in 
counseling situations. 
- - ---- -- --- -- - _... ----_. 
Insert Table 19 about here 
- ..... .. -, .... - - ..... --...... - --­~ 
This process of obtaining Pearson product-moment correlatIons between 
q and L difference scores and new MMPI scales was repeeted for KLQ and FLQ 
{Table 20). Agai'n p the art Ifactual combined group correlatIons occurred, 
although coefflcient~ for KLQ \~rsus Group 1. and MLQ versus Group 4 did 
attain sIgnificance. These results further suppOrt the expectation of success­
;; 
ful cross-validation. Cross-validation snould provide enhanced correlation 
magnitudes. The totests between MHPI seale scores for the separate groups 
, 
were also rerun and were significant at~.OI level of confidence (Table 21). 
The increase In N of groups used probably Is respOnsible for the reduction 
In magnitude of obtalned tiS. 
Insert Tables 20 and 21 about here 
~--~-~--~~--~--~~-----
Discussion of Resu 1ts 
Several prob1.ems are raised by these resu'lts: (a) the smell total N of 
significant tis; (b) the clusterlng.of significant compGrisons from Groups 1-2; 
~., 6 of 14; (c) evidence beari~g directly on the assumption of dichotomy or 
I 
contintJ\fl1J of V and Q. scores; (d) the equivalence of SCAT and ACE scores .. since 
past studies used difference scor~s obtained from the ACE. 
Cnhance .2t znuIne 9tQu.e d I ffemnces 1 
The total Nof significant t-tests barely exceeded chance with 14 of 176 
c:c:lmpQrlsons at the <.05 level of confidence. RfltloMI arguments for the .. 
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the acceptance of Inferences from these results are not meaningful. empiri­
cal evidence from item-analysis, to be di,scussed below, and the results of 
crosswvalidatlon of resultant HMPI scales for different 1 groupso will 
suggest whether or not the obtained differences are. In fact. real differences. 
Groups .!.:6 ccnparhlons: inadequate matchlos? The differences between Groups, 1 
and 2 may obtain as a function of Inadequate matching procedures which re­
sulted in extreme variability of total SCAT scores (Table 2). The sigma 
for Group 1, Q-V male experimental group. is over three times the magnitude 
of the sigma fOT the control group. In other words. the ranges of SCAT scores 
ere 41 and 80 for Groups-l and 2, respectIvely. To explore the meaning of 
these total SCAT variability differences. the data were plotted on two-dimen­
sional charts, percentile difference scores on the ordinate and total 
adJusted raw scores on the abscissa. Then" the 1s in Groups 1 and 2 were 
matched for range of total SCAT score (11 points), reducing the combined N 
to 12 or six Is per group. Using the table for small ~so the t=tests were 
recalculated (Tables 5,607.8). 
The results of this process with Groups 1 versus 2 were that three sig­
nificant differences emerged (F, Hs p Pa o SCI Dis 000 A)i one original 
difference was reduced In ,magnitude (Mf) , and one remained the same (E5) 
(Table 5). 
Similar treatment occurred with .11 other group comparisons. The reG 
ductlo~ to an 11 point range of total SCAT scores was maintsined D the N of 
Is per reduced group varied as indicated. For Groups 3 versus 40 the
. 
reduced Ns were 7 and 5. respectively. One original difference was lost (Ae); 
one new difference emerged (Ha) (Table 5)0 For Groups 5 versus 60 the reduced 
Ns were 16 and 9. respectively. One original difference was lost (l); no 
new differences ware discovered (Table 6)0 For Groups 7 versus 80 the reD 
duced Ns were 20 and 13. respectively. two new differences were obtained (Mfo 
Dl) (Table 6) 0 
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Experimental versus experiment.l comparisons. Groups 1-3. resulted In a 
reduction of Is to 12 and 20, respectively. Two originsl differences re­
mained the same (Mf, Ac); one was reduced in magnitude but remained significant' 
(00); and one new difference occurred (Pa) (Table 7). Comparlsbn of Groups 
Send 7p with reduction to 121s per group, resulted in loss of two orIginal 
differences (Mf, Ac)i and no increment (Table 8). 
Control versus control comparisons p Groups 2 and 4. resulted In reduction 
to 7 and 6 Is. respectively. Three differences ware obtained (Hs o Di, A) 
(Table 7). Comparison of Groups 6 end 8. with re.duced 1!5 of 9 and 1), res... 
peetively, resulted In reduction of magnitude of one original difference (l); 
loss of another original difference (£5); and no gain (Table 8). 
HKPI sccre changes thus occur as a funct ion of total SCAT scoreo Adequate 
control groups must be 1l!"tched for SCAT score variability. 
01 chot2f!!Y. .2t S9Dt i nuum? 
figure 10 deptets the theoretical' clash of assumptions p dichotomy or continuum 
of verbal-numerical abilitieso Several crude tests of this issue are poSlible: 
(a) reliability of the verbal-numerical differences; (b) N of significant 
differences obtaining between groups. (e) N of significant differences re­
sultant frorn the item-analyses of KMPI data; (d) N of new MMPI scale Items 
overlapping In any til«) group comparisons; (e) rank-order of new KVQ. and FVQ. 
MMP I sea les. 
\ 
--- .. -----------~-Insert Figure 10 about here
----_ ... _---------_ ... 
One approach to the issue, of dichotO/'ly or continuum is found In the 
statistical data present in the SCAT manual (1958)0 The Sm for V Is 3.26p 
2.80 for Q., and 4.29 for total. based on Kuder-Richardson Formula 20 
estimates of Internal consistency (.92, .93, and .95, respectively), and a 
V~ correlation of oS3. Tbis suggests a range of error on Vor Q. of 
I 
-. 
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approximately 12 to 18 points for any one 1. However, the rdlff P as 
CdJIlculat,ed from available manual data p is .84 Glnd no Sm of the differences 
is reported. It Is suggested, although selective sampling prevents 
empirical verification from the date in thIs study, that the Sm of the q and 
V differences is greater than the SID of the separate components. Control 
groups may thus not be dichotomized intoSl0 percentIle points from zero 
difference as 8 result of overlap due to the relatively hlg~ Sm of the differ­
ences. It Is probably feasible, therefore. to consider control groups as 
equivalent end that the small Nof sIgnificant control-control differences 
are attributable to chance. 
Were Uend V scores the result of dichotomous factors. then one would 
expect approximately an equitl N of experimental versus experimental and con-o 
trol versus control differences. If Q and V'scores lie on a contlnUlU'D1I then 
predictions would call for <II greater N of experimental versus experimental 
differences. and fewest control versus control dIfferences. Slight support 
for the exIstence of a, continuum Is found in the N of group differences which, 
when corrected for N of comparisons. fo11ow the rank order' Indicated but do 
2 
not attain significance (X = 1.4). 
A third source of evidence ccnes from the N of slgnlftcant Items obtained 
in the Itemuanalyses. For, I) continuum. It would be predicted that the experl­
mental-experImenta 1 comparisons would yield the greatest N of items, the 
experimental-colltro1 comparisons a lesser No and the control-control c:om-­
parlsons the fewest Nof significantly dlff~renti.t;ng Items. For a dichotomy 
It Is not possible to predict the order; perhaps experlmental-experhnent&l and 
control-control should produce an equivalent N of items since the contrasted 
groups are pr~lIIBb1y Identical. The result. (Table 17) strongly support the 
continuum hypotheels, with Nof significant Items for the _Ie and fena1e 
12. Dans &Dahlke 
comparison groups all in the predicted dlrectlon. 
Insert Table 17 about here 
.. _---------_ .... - .. _... -
\ 
Another line of evidence from the Item-analyses is contatned in the 
item overlap; ..Ls...11 the N of identical items in any two separate group com­
parl$ons when (.) experiment"l-e.xperlment.l groups are compared with control­
control, and when (b) experimental-experimental groups are canpared with 
experimental-control (starting from V). For a continuum. predictions call 
for little overlap for (a) and considerable overlap for (b)1I since there are 
varytng degrees of Just one group (V to Q) involved. For at dlchotcny,l preo 
I 
dictions demand much overlap for (a) and little overlap for (b)9 since there 
are two distinct major groups (V to zero and zero to Q) involved. Table 22 
cont~lns these results wh1ch" again. provide strong support for the continuum 
hypothesis. 
-- -.-,- --- _.- -. .... --- - -­
Insert Table 22 about here
-- .. -~---~-~-~-----
One more possible c:omparlsoo ll experlmental ..control with control-control D 
did not offer clear-cut possibilities for prediction of difference between 
dichotomy and continuum. Little or no overlap would be expected for each 
group and the results were confirmatory. ma)e =0; fenuale = I. 
Another continutl'lJl»dlchotomv hypothesis Is derivable from the new fIIVQ. and 
FVQ. HHPI scales.. For a continuum to exlsto the mesn aCeDle scores should be 
rank-ordered from extreme V to extreme Q,with no significant difference ~ 
tween control groups ~, between lowest V and lowest Q. group).. For II 
dichotomy. there should be a significant difference between control groups .. 
The results (Table 21) strongly confirm the continuum hypothesls t wIth deo 
seend i ng rank.-orders II .5 pred I cted 0 and sign If Icant d I fferenc:es between exper i m 
mentall and control groUpSt and no difference between control groups. 
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The present study should be redes igned on the basis of the evidence for 
the existence of an Intraindlvldual quantitative-verbal .btl1ty continuum.. 
Samples of Is, should be selected representing the entire range from V to Q... 
The obtmlned difference scores would then be c:orrelated with personality 
variables. 
ACE~SCAT egulvalenSf. The studies which prece4ed this research employed the 
ACE.. The SCAT manual (1958) reports estImated ACE-SCAT relationships of .8S 
for Llngulstlc versus Verbal components, .75 for quantitative versus quanti­
tative, and .. 88' for total scores p bssed on the questionable pl'ocedure of 
using e half-length form of the SCAT. No esthoates of the relationshIps of 
ACE-SCAT compOnent difference scores .re repor':ed In the manu&l. 
As I a resuIt" some est Imate of ccmparabill ty 0 us I ng the present eta II was 
mandatory.. 1s who had taken the SCAT were In-/ited for retelting on the ACE 
and a total of 110 re~ponded on three separate occasions. Chl ...squares \ere 
run to determine whether or not there .. differentia' group participation 
In retesting.. Actusl group percentages for ACE 1181e Gnd female 15 were used 
for the expected frequencIes. Chi-squares for both male and female returnees 
were non=slgnflclant.. The ACE returnees were thus representlltive of the 
orlglMI SCAT groups. 
In comparing component difference scores OQ the ACE and SCATp it Is 
necessary to assume the existence of a continuum between verbal end I1t.Im8rlcal 
scores. This occurred beeeuse the '.tiS in sepQr4te experimental and control 
groups were so small that SiU11P 11ftg errors in corre'at Ions computed f rom them 
would be large. Consequently. the separate male snd femlle groups were com= 
bined for ACEcaSCAT correlations. R&w scores wetre used, differences _re 
plotted separately for males and females. and Pearson product-moment correla­
tions \ere ccnputed. Both coefficIents were significant at .001 level 
(MIle =- .73. Female -= .55).. These figures provide empirical Justification 
I 
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for use of SCAT coraponent difference scores In .. manner similar to past 
i 
research with ACE component difference scores•. 
S\I1IIDry 
Past research on the meaning and Mture of verbal-numerical .blt Ity 
test score differences has suggested that such differences are related to 
personality characteristics and that components .r. dichotomous. 
Using a IAIle and female, high and I.- Q.-V and V-Q." control group design, 
eight groups of college 1s were R1Iltched on total SCAT scores average, among 
other variables. ""PI records from theae groups were scored for 22 scales. 
Kale and female, experimental-control. exper lmentfll-exper I menta , • control .. 
control comparisons were made by means of 176 t,-tests which yielded 14 slg... 
nlf'cant relationships, two of these between Groups 1 end 2. 
Inadequate group matching on SCAT score varlabi I ity led to rem5tening 
for range of SCAT score difference" and replication of the 176 t-tests yIeld­
ing 19 significant relationshiPS. oM of these between Groups 1 ed.2. MMPI 
item-analyses from the orlglMI groups were nmde to develop scales of Items 
which significantly differentiated between groups. eight new MKPI scales reQ 
su1ted. Purson produc:t-momant corre1at IODS between these new MHP I sea l'es 
and respect I YG Q. and V difference scor•• were computed, tatests tare run 
be'tlilleen I1MPI scale scores for the separate groups. These results suggested 
that. although lOll» ttem attrition ~uld oec:.ur upon crossoval iatlon, the 
resultant scales 'WOUld be useful for. group prediction. 
Five different approaches were used to evaluate the assumption of 
dichotomy versus continuum of intralndividual linguistic-quantitative scores. 
All five methods concurred In providing strong presumptive support for the 
existence of a continuum. 
Empirical comparison of ACE-SCAT samples Indicated the equivalence of 
the linguistic-quantitative difference scores. 
..­
15. Dana' Dahlke 
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Table , 
Stratification of Total Available Population* 
Male Female 
Group N % Group N % 

(V-Q»25 20 2.6;3 (V"Q) >25 37 4.86 

(V .. Q)< 10 33 4.34 (V-Q)<.'IO 34 4.. 47 

(Q.-v)>25 193 25.36 (0,...V»2S 5S 7.23 

(Q.-v)<10 S2 6.. 83 (q..V)<.10 46 6.04 

26>(V...Q)<9 32 4.20 26>(V...Q)(g 3S 4.60 

26)(q...V)<9 99 13001 26>(Q..,.v}(g 49 6044 

(V"'Q) ::& 0 9 1019 (V...Q.) ::& 0 2 0 0 26 

*Total t! =761 
------------------~- --
Table 2. 
Mean Age and StAT Comparisons for 
experimental and Control Groups 
Group 
Mean 
AGE SO t .. test 
Total 
StAT 
SO t-test 
1 
2 
21.89 
19.90 
5.. 60 
3.55 
1.318 
2.97.06 
297.00 
6.09 
~ 0.028 
3 
4 
19.37 
20.30 
2.19 
5.30 
0.838 
296.63 
297.90 
5.60 
19.3S 
0.340 
5 
6 
19.41 
19.40 
4.27 
5.18 
0.056 
. 297.23 
297.73 
7.21 
14.46 
0.167 
7 
8 
18.00 
18.00 
0.07 
00 01 
, 
0.. 000 
295.00 
296.63 
6.35 
10.22 
0.731 
~iI'
"'"­
Table 3 

HttPI Heans and Stanard Devi.t ions for I4a Ie Groups 

Mean SD Mean SO 
Scale 1 2 1 2 3 4 3 4 
l 3:56 3.. 70 2.16 1.. 95 3.30 3.83 1.83 2.15 
f 5.06 3.. 50 2.65 2.. 08 4.67 3.87 2.. 93 3.. 01 
K 15.44 15.30 5.. 61 5,,31 13.83 14.33 3.70 4.45 
Hs 5.56 3.73 3.84 2.87 5.73 4.57 4.01 3.59 
0 20.06 18.17 2.85 4.. 28 18.10 18.13 4.62 4.42 
My 21.72 19.. 10 4.26 3.22 19.50 19.50 5.37 3.56 
Pd 18.. 17 14.97 4.80 3.36 16.60 16.40 4.05 3.69 
Hf 28.33 23.0] 4.86 4.04 21.97 22.53 3.99 4.. 46 
Pa 10.17 8.80 '3.37 2.. 25 8.. 87 8.73 3.32 3.03 
Pt 12.28 10.23 7.J5 6.. 47 12.S3 10.90 5.57 6.51 
Sc 13.67 9.60 8.. 48 5.52 . 1l.37 10.10 4.75 6.. 45 
Ma 16.94 16.. 47 5.82 3,,99 17.20 16.93 3.72 4.26 
Dl 11.11 8.87 5043 S.18 11.47 12.. 10 4.92 9.34 
Afi 10.56 10.37 2.50 2.'5 12.. 50 10.87 3.00 2.40 
De 18.89 18. 10 6.77 7.36 19.40 17.63 8.. 08 6.82 
00 18.39 16.. 77 2.. 14 3.27 15.73 17.23 2.91 3.32 
Es 46.83 49.83 4.86 4029 48.57 48.. 53 6.. 09 5.68 
teo 16.. 83 16.90 9.08 8.43 20.20 18.. 13 6.06 6.53 
Re 20.06 20.. 30 5.38 4.19 20083 20.83 2.81 1.12 
Sd 31.67 29.33 4.60 9.51 29.53 28.97 7.38 9.41 
SI 25.06 26.10 6.79 9.01 26010- 25.40 9.25 ,8444 
A 15.. 67 12. 17 7.62 8.01 13.93 13.07 6456 7.33 
.. II'
-

Table 4 

JiMPI Means and Standard Deviations for Female Groups 

Mean SO t~n SO 
Scale 5 6 5 6 7 8 7 8 
L 4.17 2.87 2.72 1.28 4.73 4.17 2.20 1.81 
F 3.87 4.37 2.89 2.67 2087 3.27 2052 3014 
K. 16.63 15.27 4.76 4.20 16.43 15.67 5.33 4.44 
Hs . 4.33 4.53 4017 3.85 3.83 4.83 2u30 ,4.28 
0 19.. 30 '18.23 4.36 4026 18.50 18. 10 4.13 3.38 
Hy 22.. 20 20.. 80 5.05 4.43 20.83 21.37 4.37 5.11 
Pd 15.. 23 15.40 3.87 3.89 15.20 15.90 3.42 3.42 
Hf , 37.40 37.90 4.03 4.09 34.73 36.83 ).67 4.62 
Pa 9.83 9.43 2,,10 2.. 82 8.87 99.47 2~28 2.11 
Pt 10.33 12.57 6062 6.50 11,,63 11.90 8058 6.. 37 
Sc: 9.07 11 .. 20 6.32 5.53 8.80 9.63 6.88 6060 
ME! 15.13 16.03 3.30 4.38 15.77 16047 4.55 4'.58 
Di 8073 10.77 5.71 5.25 9.00 10.97 6.49 7.39 
Ac 11.70 12.90 2.55 3.54 13.20 13.37 2.74 1098 
De 19.83 23.13 8.79 9.08 20.57 19.63 9.17 7.50 
Do 16.00 17.27 7.80 3.43 15.13 16.73 3.93 3.13 
Es 47.,33 43.90 7041 9.60 45.53 47.8] 6.93 3.51 
Ho 12.10 15.37 7. t3 6.83 13.47 15.37 6.. )8 8.60 
Re 23.17 22.27 3.00 3.30 22.30 21.33 3.44 3.66 
Sd 31.97 30.07 4.94 6.24 30.53 30.77 7.42 5.63 
SI 26.. 23 25:73 9.64 8.55 24.57 24.10 9.67 8.41 
A 12.97 14.90 7.69 7.18 13.50 14.77 9.18 7.42 
;. 
Table 5 

Hale Experimental-Control Group Comparisons 

One-Two Three-Four 
Sc:ele Fun Reduced Full Reduced 
L 0.222 0.000 1.000 00629 
F 00208 2.482­ 1.026 0.121 
K 0.083 1.. 546 00467 1.494 
"' 
0.171 2.667" 10160 0.1;.88 
D 1.. 229 1..82.0 0.025 00593 
Ny' 2.183· 00'59 0.000 0.513 
Pd 2. 424a 0.329 00196 00979 
Hf 3.. 757c 20667­ 0.514 0.726 
Pa 10489 a2.225 0.167 10218 
Pt 0.. 972 2.. 012 1.. 025 1,,008 
5e 1.770 3000,41 0.852 0.840 
MIl 00296 0.106 0.. 262 2.606a 
OJ 1.374 2.673· 0.. 321 00415 
Ae 0.260 0.599 2.296" 1.020 
De 0.. 369 .­2.422 0.903 0.. 798 
Do 2.025a 0.497 1.829 1.. 532 
Es 2011341 2.585­ 00026 1.. 871 
Ho 00026 00230 1.. 247 00081 
Re 0.158 00890 00000 0.027 
Sd 1.120 0,,032 t 0.252 10930 
51 00441 1.538 0.300 2.. 08lt 
A 10447 3. 795b 0.. 473 0.492 
Age 10318 0,,000 00056 0.268 
SCAT 0.028 0.S15 0.. 167 00086 
pc.. 05 10960 2.228 10960 2,,228 
8 p<o05 bp(oOI Cp.(o 001 
;.. 
" 
Tcable 6 

FEIliSle ExperimeRtQl-Control Group Cc:xnparisons 

Five-Six Seven-E i ght 
Seale Fu11 Reduced Full Reduced 
l 2.32'" 1.630 '.098 0.. 159 
F 0.685 OG2)1 0.533 0076; 
K 1.. 153 0.486 0.. 589 10 006 
HI 0.194­ 00 862 1.111 1.418 
D 0..939 0.437 0.404 0.135 
ltV 1.. 120 0.347 0.. 432 0.713 
Hd 0.167 0.. 77S 0.181 0.152 
Hf 00461 0.739 1.458 2.S7~ 
'a 0.. 606 10254 1.. 053 00275 
Pt 1,,302 0,.628 0.. 136 1.253 
Sc 1.. ;65 0.110 0.. 469 10186 
t1.D 0.. 882 o. ISO 00S83 0.. 177 
os 10417 0.. 108 00082 2041a­
IV:. 10481 1,,551 1.027 0.531 
oe 1.404 00126 0.427 1.041 
Do 0.804 0.275 10720 0.285 
Es 1.524 00495 1.614 10000 
No 10781 0.664 0.955 1.139 
ae 1.084 0.805 1.043 1.911 
$<I 1.284 0.387 00139 0.482 
51 0.208 00182 0.198 1.711 
A 0.990 00308 0,,580 1.. SS7 
Age 0.,838 0.000 0.. 000 0.600 
SCAT 0.,340 1.780 0,.13t 0,,161 
paGOS 10960 2.069 1.. 960 1.960 
sp(oOS bp(..Ol cp(..,OOI 
" 
Tab1e 7 
Male Experlmentat"Experinental and 

Contro I"'Contro 1 Group Campar i sons 

One-Three Ttso-Four 
Scale Full Reduced Full Reduced 
L 0.026 00 517 0.. 241 1.. 364 
F 0.. 464 00734 1.. 780 0.984 
K 1.059 1.183 0.758 1.717 
HI 1.143 OoOSI 00989 2.676­
b 1.782 1.486 0.561 0.. 808 
Hy 10542 10421 0.449 1.000 
Pel 1.129 0,,332 1.. 538 2.188 
Kf 40576~ 3.. S35c 0.. 491 1.284 
,. 10275 2024tJ 0.100 0.360 
Pt 0.124­ 20235 0.392 2~ 155 
Sc 1.027 10081 0.318 1,,'922. 
Ki 0.. 167 00430 0.,430 1.026 
01 0.225 0.559 10 631 2.56"t 
At:. 20366& 2.0471'" 0.833 00243 
De 0.230 0.. 098 00251 2.. 051 
Do 30 547c 20 57Sb 00535 00132 
Es 1,,067 10250 0.985 0.,812 
Ito 1.. 364 1.. 394 00621 10187 
Ro 00546 00487 0,,520 ' 0.870 
Sd 1.209 1.. 059 0.145 00698 
51 00437 0.406 0.. 304 0.. '194 
A 0.787 0.498 00448 ] .. !26b 
Age 1.. 730 0.901 0.. 219 0.. 943 
SCAT 0,,238 10468 0.229 0-.. 731 
PSoOS 1.. 960 1.960 1.960 2.201 
a p~o05 bp(,.OI cp( .. OOI 
;"; ; • 
Tabla 8 
Fena Ie Expe..i ments l-Exper I menta 1 and 

Control-Control Group Comparisons 

Five-Seven Six-Eight 
Scale Full Reduced Full Reduced 
L 0.862 10.,692 3.. 333c 2..625· 
"""!';
• 
F 1.408 0.831 1.429 0.398 
K 0.150 0.350 0035l 0.232 
lis 0.581 1.,007 00280 00744 
0 0.714 1.. 734 0.129 0.680 
Ky 1.105 0.977 0.,452 10024 
Pd 0.031 0.000 0.. 521 0.211 
"f 2.6lt4b 1.055 0,,930 0.527 
Pa 1.684 1.98.9 0.061 0.. 156 
Pt 0.647 0.. 393 0.396 0.229 
Sc: 0.156 0.149 0.981 0.340 
HI! 00610 10156 00376 00854 
01 00168 1.136 0.119 0.,545 
h'. 2.. 174" 1.,229 0.,627 0.634 
De 00314 0.. 394 1.598 0.,437 
Do 0.537 1.174 0.621 0.180 
Es 0.957 0,,735 2.089" 1.390 
He 00774 0.183 0.000 0.898 
Re 10024 0.360 1.. 022 0.993 
Sd 0,,867 0.235 0.. 41"9 0.365 
Si 0.654 10767 0.. 731 0.367 
A 00239 0.755 0.068 00017 
Age 1.830 0.410 1.443 0.404 
SCAT 1.253 0.706 0.334 0.. 085 
p=oOS 1.960 2.074 1.960 20086 
&p('005 bp<.Ol cp(.OOI 
J 
Table 9 
MMPI MV Scale lL.!:.. Items Differentiating 
Groups One and Two) 
1* 95 163* 223* 300* 407* 501* 
6* 98 165* 234 304* 408* 503 
13 99* 119 238 316* 410* 506 
21 102 195 239 319 434* S2t 
22 118 198* 250* 361 452* 525 
41 124* 208* 255 368 461* 536 
62 126 215 264* 378* 463* 537* 
71* 127 216 268* 379* 465 S46 
73 132 217 274* 396 468 _ 5S9 
77 137* 219* 292 399* 477* 
78 140 221- 296 401* 498 
81* 142 222* 298* 406* 499 
.. ItFalse" responses 
TQble 10 

MMPI KQ. Scale <J.a.io, Items Differentiatlng 

Croups Three and Four 

15 100 141 224 262 321 437 
28* 115* 162* 228 268 372 458 
78* 118* 163* 234 289 380 522 
7!Jlr 120 189* 235* 298* 394 523* 
91 136 193 244 313 398 551 
97 145* 219 259* 319 434* 556* 
566 
'* uFD1 se" responses 
Table 11 

MMPI FV Sc.le ~•• Items Differentiating 

Groups Five and St~) 

11* 87 176 253 307* 437* 522 

15* 102 183* 259* 314* 440* 539 

4S* 109* 201* 270 316* 4J.44 546 

63* 120* 208* 278* 321* 461 548* 

67* 13S'lr 222 287* 329 475* 351* 
78 142* 231* 296* 407 518* s54* 
80 165* 239* 300 

* "False" ,responses 
, 

Table 12 

MMPI fQ. Scale <.!..ts:., Items 01 fferent lilt Ing 

Groups Seven and Eight) 

6* Ii9* 234tr 313 413 453* 5241t 
15* 124* 254* 322* 415 465* 528 
21· 131* 261* 329 428 468* 530* 
36* 142* 282* 381* 433* 490 539* 
39* 181* 2.83 399 441* 492 545* 
67* 198 287* 407* 447* 498* 562. 
96 2.26* 304* 40g 452* 505* 563* 
97* 229 308* 
'* "False" responses 
rI , 
Table 13 

MKPI HVQ. Scale ~, Items Differentiating 

Groups One and Three) 
6* 81* 172 239 329 410* 499 

13 84* 173* 2'-4* 337* 423* SOl* 

18 !ii* 181* 254* 368 425* 503 

21 98 189 259 378* 426 506 

26* 100* 203 262* 380* 428 521 

46ft 102 204 264* 387* 437* 522* 

56 117* 208* 266 390* 443 527* 

62 124* 21S 268* 394* 452* 536 

64* 126 216 276* 395* 455* 537* 

68 135* 217 283* 398* 458* 550* 
71* 136* 21g-.\' 287* 399* 460* 554 

73 142 221* 300* 406* 461* SS9 
77 165* 223* 304* 407* 475* 
78 167* 228* 3131t 408* 477* 
80* 171* 235 327* 409* 492* 
'" "False"-responses 
, 

T&ble 14 
MMPI Mec Scale ~. 'terns Differentiating 

Groups 1\.'0 and Four) 

72* 112* 145* 253 391* 436* 523* 
7~ 116* 193 284 40'+* 438* 534* 
89* lJ8'k 195- 289 413* 484 546* 
94* 120 238* 307 425* 496 556* 
100 129* 240* 379 
it "fa15e" responses 
Table IS 
HHPI FlJq Scale <..!.r.s".. Items DifferentIatIng 
Groups Five and Seven} 
6* 102 232* 300 391* 475* 524 
21 117* 234 308 404* 478 550* 
57* 127* 237 313* 413* 487 551* 
58* 131 249* 367 421 488* S52 
78 163* 266* 370 436- 492* 5S4* 
79* 176 270 381 453 502 556* 
81 198* 282 384 464 507* 557* 
84* 226 283* 390* 465 522 5581r 
95* 229* 
1: "False" responses. 
, 

Table 16 
MPI fCC Scale Ur.!:.o Items Differentiating 
Groups Six and Eight) 
15 115* 239 316* 401* 484* 539* 
45 120 255 340*- 428 486 549 
51* 157 259 370 429 496 557* 
79* 165 29S* 372 '-44* sog 558* 
111* 167* 297 378* 468* 523 559* 
112* 183 307 390* 475 530 
." "False" responsel 
,< 
Table 17 
Numbers of Items Significantly Differentiating 
Experlmeqtal-Experimental (E-E), 

Experimental-Control (E-C)~ and 

Control-Control-(C-C) Hale and Female Groups 

Sex 
- , Compar i son Hale Female 
Eoe 102 58 
E-C 81 46 
E-C 43 52 
c-c 32 41 
Table 18 
Product-Moment Correlations Bet~n Four New 
MMPI Experimental-Control Group Scores for 
Male Verbal (MV) II Me1e Q.uantltiltive (MQ) II 
Female Verbal (FV), and Female 
QuantitQtive (FQ) wlth SCAT Component 
Difference Scores 
Group Scale r N Mean, 
1+2 MV .. 79** 48 
1 MV .3S 18 46.6 
2 KV .. OS 30 28.2 
3+4 MQ. .. 83** S9 
3 KQ. .32 29 2S.1 
4 MQ. .. 06 30 18.3 
5+6 FV .6S'** 60 
S FV -.~S 30 29.4 
6 FV .49* 30 18.8 
7+8 FQ, .S2** 59 
7 FQ. .. 03 30 32.8 
8 fQ. .07 29 22.1 
*p<"OJ 
tipG,OOI 
Table 19 

Compar 1sons of t1a Ie and FemeIe Group, 

on MVand FY ""PI Scales 

Male female 
Group Mean SO t-test Group KeQn SO t ...test 
1 46.. 8 7.3 5 29.. 7 2.8 
15.5* 10.9* 
2 28.2 4.. 8 6 18.8 4.8 
3 28.1 3.3 7 32.8 6.0 
10.9* 7.6* 
4 18.3 3.3 8 22.. 1 4.7 
*p(.OOOI 
• 

Table 20 
Product-Moment Correlations Between Two New 

""'PI Experimental..Experlmental Group Scores 

for Male Verbal-Quantitative (MVQ) Qnd Female 

Verbal-Quantitative (FVQ) with SCAT 

Component Difference Scores 

Group Scale r N Mean 
1+2 KVQ. 063** . 48 6&...2. 
1 KVo. 047* i8 60.2 
2 MVet "'.20 30 4504 
3+4 KYO, 05Sti 59 
3 KVO, 00lt 29 3500 
4 MVo. .57** 30 43.0 
1+2+3+4 KYO, 071** 107 
5+6 FVet .46** 60 
5 FVet -.03 30 360' 
6 FVQ. .22 30 30.9 
7+8 FVo. .62** S9 
7 FVQ. '.10 30 220 I 
8 FVQ. .... 11 29 29.4 
5+6+7+8 fVQ. 07"J:1dt 119 
*P<005 
tip('oOOl 
; 
Table 21 
Camperlso~ of 11I1e and Female Groups 
on MVQ. .nd FVQ. Hf1'I Seales 
HIlle Female 
Group 
1 
2 
4 
3 
foIearl 
6002 
4504 
4300 
3500 
SD 
7.4 
602 
603 
501 
t ...test 
7.~ 
105 
503~ 
Group 
5 
6 
8 
7 
Mean 
36.3 
3009 
2904 
22.1 
SD 
408 
409 
308 
405 
tcatest 
40 3* 
103 
6.6** 
~oOI 
tip(..OOl 
4 r ; 
Table 22 

Item OverlQP for Experimental-experimental (£-E) II 

Experimental-Control (E-e), Control-Control (C-e) 

Male and ,..18 Group ComparIsons 
tanp.grlson Male Female 
(E-E) (C-C) 1 6 
(E-E) (E-C) 45 9 
"
, 
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Figure 10" 
Dichotomy or Continuum? 
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I 
orw., L...Q';; 25, (ExJ:;erimental) Male 
T1"O, I,...Q(10, (Control) Maie 
Tlmi:.:~:- , \ Q-L,.. 2;, (Rxperimental) Male 
FOun, Q-L<.lO, (Control) Male 
nfl" L-Q) 25', (Exl'erimental) Female 
SIX, L-Q (10, (Control) Female 
" 
SlNEN, Q-L~ 25, (Exuerimental) '}f"'emale 

EIGHT, Q-L< 10, (Control) Female 

Female, L-Q~lO to 2; lnc~. 
Female, Q...~lO to 2, lnclo 
,I 
Male and Female, Lmq~ 0 
Subjects not used (lncoID'Olete ror~s) 
Total number of subjects used in 
the study 
(Fi,:s~e one) 
, 
. 
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IV 
(e) U~le, exper. va exper.(one vs three) 
--tI - - . 
($) Male L>Q, 	 experimental vs control 
(g~oup one vs group two) 
- - - - -'~ . Jb...:S1 
(b) Male Q)L,. experimental vs control (f) Female, exper. vs exper.(group three vs 	group four) (five vs seven) 
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(e) 	F~!.1o.le L)'~t exper. vs control (g) Male, control va oontrol (five vs six) (two vs four) 
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v. 
(d) 	Femqle Q)L, exper. vs control (h) Female, control VB control (seven vs eight) '. (six vs eight) 
(Figure three) 
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